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The 19th-century playwright Oscar Wilde
is known for his many witty epigrams,
and one in particular comes to mind

when contemplating the famous Stanford
Marshmallow Test developed in 1972 by Wal-
ter Mischel and his co-researchers: “I can resist
anything except temptation.”

All of us grapple with various enticements in
life and the frequent need to defer the indul-
gence of such cravings, and both Wilde’s quip
and the marshmallow test have attracted fas-
cination for their spotlight on this very human
trait. 

The well-known test of children’s ability to
delay gratification is beautiful in its simplicity
of design. A child around 4½ years of age sits
with a marshmallow in front of them and is
told that they can eat the marshmallow, but, if
they wait for 15 minutes without eating it, they
will receive a second one. 

The experiment was tweaked to substitute
cookies or pretzels instead of marshmallows,
as well as to include modifications such as the
experimenters suggesting to the children
things they could think about while they were
waiting, or shutting the treat in a tin aer
showing it so that the food itself was not visible
to the children as they tried to restrain their

Children’s self-control and culture: Practice yields divergent results
longing for the required period.     

Subsequent tracking of those who managed to
stick it out suggested this ability to resist their
impulse was a good predictor of future achieve-
ment in terms of things like higher SAT scores
and a lower body mass index. However, the
conclusions have been challenged over the years,
most significantly with the finding that the
child’s family background plays an essential role
in the outcome. In 2018, developmental psycho-
logist Tyler Watts and two colleagues conducted
a modified marshmallow test in which the chil-
dren waited for seven minutes and analyzed the
findings based on whether the children’s moth-
ers had a college degree or not, as a measure of
socioeconomic status. 

The team found that the children of non-
degreed mothers waited an average of 3.99
minutes, and 45% completed the seven-minute
wait successfully. In contrast, children whose
mothers had degrees had an average of 5.38
minutes, and 68% stuck it out. 

Moreover, 23% of the children of lower so-
cioeconomic backgrounds waited less than 20
seconds, while only 10% of their counterparts
did so. These findings have been interpreted as
suggesting that dierent backgrounds may de-
velop dierent life skills: being raised in greater
economic insecurity may lead a child to be
careful not to let an opportunity slip away
rather than wait for a greater pay-o down the
line, the wisdom expressed in “a bird in the

hand is worth two in the bush.” 
What impact might cultural background

have? Another developmental psychologist,
Kaichi Yanaoka, and six co-researchers set out
to test whether the kinds of waiting events
children encountered culturally might in-
fluence how long they waited. They noted that
Japanese children are trained to wait to begin
eating until everyone is served, but conversely
had fewer opportunities to practice waiting for
gis compared to their American counter-

parts, who oen need to wait to open presents
at Christmas and birthday parties. 

Accordingly, they conducted two tests. In
one, Japanese and American children sat with
a marshmallow in front of them and were told
if they waited 15 minutes they’d get another.
In the other, the treat was a gi-wrapped toy.
The researchers confirmed that all the Japan-
ese children participating in the experiment
had eaten a marshmallow before. 

Before  the  experiment ,  the  chi ldren
completed a reward-liking questionnaire, in

which those who would wait for a marshmal-
low were shown a marshmallow and asked
how much they liked eating a marshmallow,
on a scale of one (a little) to five (a lot), with
dierently sized stars used to portray the
range. Those participating in the gi-wrapped
toy group made the same assessment about
opening a gi-wrapped toy when shown one. 

The American children liked both eating
marshmallows and opening gi-wrapped toys
better than their Japanese counterparts, but
preferred opening gi-wrapped toys, with an
average of 5 for the gi-wrapped toy and 4.44
for the marshmallow. 

The Japanese children did not show much
preference between the two rewards, but had a
slight preference for eating a marshmallow,
with an average of 4.18 compared to 3.93 for
opening a gi-wrapped toy. 

The results did indeed show cultural dier-
ences based on what was being anticipated.
When waiting for a marshmallow, all the
Japanese children waited the full 15 minutes,
but when waiting for the toy, the median wait
time was significantly shorter, 4.62 minutes.
For the American children, the reverse was
true. Their median wait time for the gi was
14.62 minutes, but only 3.66 minutes for the
marshmallow. 

That Japanese children could wait three
times longer for a marshmallow than they
could for a toy, and conversely American chil-

dren could wait four times longer for a toy
than a marshmallow certainly seems to in-
dicate cultural divergences in the test of
delayed gratification based on the object and
whether the children had actual practice in
waiting for something like it or not.

Reports completed by the parents in both
cultural groups confirmed dierences in prac-
tice. Japanese parents reported children’s
stronger habits of waiting to eat food at home
and e l sewhere ,  a s  we l l  a s  g rea ter  en-
couragement for them to do so by the parents. 

The study can be viewed as a caution related
to the importance of paying attention to spe-
cific methodology in testing. If Japanese and
American children only took the marshmallow
test in its classic form, the results would likely
show the Japanese kids were paragons of self-
control compared to their American counter-
parts, when really the findings only indicate
that they’re aces in the food-waiting category. 

More interestingly, it injects a cultural angle
to American philosopher Will Durant’s well-
known summary of  part  of  Aristot le ’s
Nicomachean Ethics: “We are what we re-
peatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but
a habit.” Perhaps 40 years in Japan have in-
fluenced me, because I’m sure I’d hold out a
shorter time for the toy, too. 
 

(The next installment will
appear on October 5.)
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U.S. artist recasts
COVID-19 acrylic
panels as art
By Yusuke Kadooka 
Yomiuri Shimbun Staff Writer

B
EPPU, Oita — Celebrated con-
temporary American sculptor
Tom Fruin is set to debut a new
work Sept. 22 at Kitahama Park in
Beppu, Oita Prefecture. 
Fruin’s latest creation reuses and

reimagines acrylic panels that played a major role
as part of countermeasures against COVID-19. 

The work, which is set to be a permanent fea-
ture of the park, will be illuminated at night.

Fruin is known for recycling scavenged steel
and plastic, among other materials, to create
three-dimensional works that oen resemble
stained glass.

The new artwork is a 7-meter-high, 3-
meter-wide piece, fashioned from acrylic panels
and signs previously used by companies and

schools in the local area. 
The new piece in Fruin’s acclaimed “Water-

tower” series will be internally illuminated by
LEDs from sunset to 11 p.m., allowing visitors

to enjoy the creation in the evening, too.
The unveiling of Fruin’s work was announced

Aug. 18 by the Mixed Bathing World Executive
Committee, an entity that organizes art events.

“We hope [the new work] will serve as a
symbol that ‘protects’ the city,” said committee

representative Junya Yamaide.  
In a Japanese-language message sent to the

people of Beppu, Fruin said: “Water is special
to Beppu ... This work will be installed as a
testament to the solidarity between mankind
and nature ... In the sunlight, the sculpture

will sparkle like a kaleidoscope and shine in-
ternally at night like a vibrant lighthouse.”

The committee plans to install a total of eight
sculptures in the city, including Fruin’s. One
work has been installed on a hotel rooop and
another on a building near JR Beppu Station.
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A 3D image depicting Tom Fruin’s work

Tom Fruin is
seen with a
new artwork in
Beppu, Oita
Prefecture.
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